
English 

Week 17



Phonics – Lesson 1

Today we are going to look at some words. 

Read the words and see if you can be a phonic detective and 

recognise the sounds in them.



Do you know what all of the words mean ? 

sledge dove giant joke jet sponge

pupil hedge money glove evil badge

pencil jar jelly magic nostril monkey

love orange bridge worry until huge

Choose some of the words to put into a sentence.



English - Lesson 1

This week in English we will be working on the story of Dogger. 

You can listen to the story here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jNOYgRf5jes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jNOYgRf5jes


Answer these key questions from the story. . .  

 Who does Dogger belong to?

 What did Dave do to Dogger when it was cold?

 How many teddies does Bella take to bed?

 Where was Dogger found?

 Do you have a special toy like Dave? 



Can you remember the characters in the story?

Hot seating
Take it turns to choose 
a character from the 

story. 

One person takes the 
‘hot seat’ in role.

The audience then ask 
them questions. 



Phonics – Lesson 2
Can you think of other words to fit into each of the sound 

groups –

o sound written but pronounced as u

words ending in ge

j sound written with a g



Can you group the words with the same      
sounds in them together ?

sledge dove giant joke jet sponge

pupil hedge money glove evil badge

pencil jar jelly magic nostril monkey

love orange bridge worry until huge

How many words can you find with the il sound in ?



Phonics – Lesson 2

https://wordwall.net/resource/47916/english/alternative-j-sounds-
matching-pairs-game-j-ge-g-dge

https://wordwall.net/resource/47916/english/alternative-j-sounds-matching-pairs-game-j-ge-g-dge


English - Lesson 2

Re-read the story of Dogger. 

You can listen to the story here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jNOYgRf5jes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jNOYgRf5jes


We are going to be writing some character descriptions this week. 
Today we would like you to focus on Bella and Dave.

Let’s work together to write a list of words to describe Bella? 
Think about her personality as well as the way she looks.

sporty                               she                                                                             
loving                                caring                                                        

friendly                             Bella                                

helpful                               fast 

polite                                role model

kind                                 energetic    



Now it is your turn. Can you write a list of words to describe Dave? 
Think about his personality as well as the way he looks.

What makes Dave and Bella two different 
characters? Give your reasons why.



Phonics – Lesson 3

Play the game – Anagrams with a partner

An anagram is a word, phrase or name made by rearranging the letters 
given.

rebgil is gerbil

nergao is orange

All the words you are looking for are words with either g, ge, dge, il
ending or the o sound written but it is pronounced as u ?
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Anagrams

dgee

cimga

ansgrte koje

omknye

nos rtebohr

ilpnec

Some of your spelling words have got into a 
muddle! How many can you put back together?
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Anagrams

edge

magic

monkey

son brother

pencil

strange joke

How did you do, how many did you get right ?



Phonics – Lesson 3
How many words can you make up with the o sound written but it is 

pronounced as u ?

?

Using the letters given, how many different words can you make up ?

v l n d e g o n



Phonics – Lesson 3
How many words can you make up with an il ending ?

Using the letters given, how many different words can you make up ?

d i r e b v z a s l c p



Phonics – Lesson 3
How many words can you make up with the j sound in ?

Will you make words using g, j, ge or dge ?

Using the letters given, how many different words can you make up ?

c g e u h b a

l j i r d w m



English- Lesson 3

• Look back at the list of words you wrote yesterday about 

Dave from the story Dogger.



Can you pick two adjectives to write an 
extended noun phrase?

sporty                                    she                                   

is                                          loving                                                                                                 

friendly                                   Bella                                

helpful                                    fast 

polite                                      role model

kind                                       energetic

caring                                      strong                                        

Beautiful, strong Bella with the long wavy hair was brave when 
she gave the cuddly teddy to the little girl.



caring                             jealous 

loyal                               upset 

imaginative                   little

sad                                  brother                         

he                                    lonely

Dave                               blonde hair

quiet                               small

You will be writing a character description 
of Dave using your adjectives that you 

thought about yesterday



Dave is a ______ and _________ little brother.

He is ________ and enjoys ___________.

Dave was very___________ when asking the little girl for Dogger. 

Worried, nervous Dave with the short, brown hair was 
scared that he would never see Dogger again because he 

dropped him.

and but
so

or
because



Phonics – Lesson 4

See if you can help your class to 
make some silly sentences using 

the words below.

sledge joke until
dove jet huge
giant evil bridge
sponge glove worry
pupil badge love
hedge pencil orange
money magic monkey
jar jelly nostril



Phonics – Lesson 4

Now have a go yourself. 

What silly sentences can you make using todays words ?

I heard a strange noise as the magic monkey flew over the tall bridge
on an orange sledge. Ahhhh, oooh, yippee !



English – Lesson 4

Today you will continue doing Guided Reading. 

You will be reading in a group and taking it in turns to read aloud
and answer questions.



Guided Reading 
You might be asked to complete a Bug Club Comprehension 

sheet and answer some questions.



Phonics – Lesson 5

Log into Bug Club and play some phonic games



English - Lesson 5

Dogger is soft and brown. Can you think of any other adjectives to 
describe Dogger?

Work with a partner and record some examples on a post it note. 

You will have 2 minutes each before you swap partners. 

soft

brown



Response Task-

Re-read your character descriptions and highlight 

the use of noun phrases. 

Your teacher will work with groups individually to add more detail to 
your writing. 



Bella was very kind and swapped her new bear so that 
Dave could have Dogger back. 

What nice things could Dave do for his sister to say 
'Thank You' to her? 

Add something to the speech bubble. 


